Home Learning Topic Challenges for Year 4
Term 2 Topic: Rebellious Romans

Verbal / Linguistic
– I enjoy reading, writing
and speaking

Draw a magical map
with a list of directions,
which are
chronologically ordered
to help Leon find his way
back!

Logical / Mathematical
– I enjoy working with
numbers and science

Look up the Roman
numerals and create
some calculations or
word problems using
them. Post them on the
maths wall for your
classmates to solve.

Visual / Spatial
– I enjoy painting, drawing,
modelling and designing

Design and make your
own Roman mosaic - it
can be made with any
material.

Bodily / Kinaesthetic
– I enjoy doing sports or
hands on
activities

Create a helpful hand
rhyme for Anti-Bullying
Week, which you can
share with other
children on the
Draw your own draft of a playground.
Temple for the Roman
Gods.

Musical
– I enjoy making
and listening to music

Write a song about
preventing bullying and
teach it to some friends
to perform to the class.
With a friend, find
magical music that a
magician may play
during their
performance.

Interpersonal
– I enjoy working with others

Play some Roman games.
Visit some places with
Roman ruins, like the Roman
Baths.

Look up some facts
about Romans and
present them to the
class (you can even do it
as a powerpoint).
All children should complete at least one challenge over the term, but can do more than one challenge if they choose. Children will be awarded a dojo for each
challenge completed, share it with the class and go onto the superstar. Spellings will be sent home to be tested the following Friday. Every child is expected to read at
home daily and get at least three signatures in their reading record to show this. Please bring your book to school every day as we read in class as well.

